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Motivation

 Higher level control of animation: In which way do 

people choose to walk through an environment?
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Motivation

 A video here shows different style
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Background

 Motion graph and state

 Reward function

 Motion policy

 Reinforcement learning

 Inverse reinforcement learning
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Motion graph – Data-driven motion 

synthesis

 How to synthesis motion from captured mo-cap 

data?

Kovar, L., Gleicher, M., and Pighin, F. 

2002. Motion graphs. ACM Trans. Graph.

21, 3 (Jul. 2002)

Divided segments(frames) of the mo-cap clips
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Motion graph

 Two captured pose frames are connected in the 
graph if transition between them is plausible

 New motion is generated by traversing some path on 
the graph

According to 

some distance 

function
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Motion sythesis

 A walk cycle clip (Avoid foot skating)

Clip blending by partially overlapping clips

Near-optimal Character Animation with Continuous Control

Treuille, A. Lee, Y. Popović, Z. SIGGRAPH 2007

Orientation could 

be adjusted when 

one foot is 

touching the 

ground (control 

frame)
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Motion synthesis

With this method,  continuous walking motion could be synthesis by 

connecting walk cycle clips instead of individual pose frames
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Navigation control – What is the state?

 How to describe the state of an agent in a map?

Position Orientation Speed

Angular speed Motion clip ID

Gait (stand, walk, run…)
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Navigation control – Transition function

TransitionCurrent state

Action

Next state

Current 

state

Next 

stateAction
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How to decide the transitions?

 Policy

 A policy tells an agent what to do next

a policyCurrent state action
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Different policies give different motion
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What’s a good policy? How to evaluate?

As moving according to certain policy, agent collects reward according to 

their states and actions. An optimal policy maximizes the cumulative 

reward. (Formal definition is given later)
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Reward function

 What’s the reward of taking some action at a given 

state?

 E.g.: Gold miner’s reward: the amount of collected 

gold of the current state

Reward function
Current state

Reward (scalar)

action
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Reward of a policy (value function)
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Initial 

state Time step
discount factor 

(less than 1)

Reward function

Policy



Reward of a policy

Policy

Begin state

action

Trans-

ition

Next state

Policy

action

Trans-

ition

…

Reward 

Function

Reward 

Function

Cumulative 

reward (add with discount factor)
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How to teach the agent to behave?

 Tell them literally what’s the rewarding state

For example, in navigation case

Reach the goal

 Normal style

 Face the walking direction, avoid obstacles

 Watchful style

 Watch the nearest obstacle

 Playful style

 Jump over the obstacle
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Reward function

 What’s the reward of being in a particular state?

 Could be of multiple criteria:

 Distance to the nearest obstacle

 Distance to the goal

 Torso orientation w.r.t. walking direction

 Torso orientation w.r.t. the neareast obstacle

 Gait: Walk, run or jump

 The final reward function is a weighted sum 

considering all the criteria
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Finding the optimal policy

(Reinforcement learning)

 Find the optimal policy maximizing the cumulative 

reward of any state:

Reinforcement 

learning

Reward Function

Optimal policy that 

maximize the reward
(model definition)
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Reward functions -> Motion style
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Different weights result in different reward functions

Different reward functions result in different optimal policy

Different policies generate different motion



Reinforcement learning

 Algorithms:

 Value iteration/policy iteration

 (Dynamic programming or approximate methods)

 Applications:

 Elevator scheduling

 Board game

 Robot control

 Telecommunication
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Problems

 Multiple rewards could be hard to tune manually

 Distance to the obstacles

 Distance to the goal

 Torso orientation w.r.t. walking direction

 Torso orientation w.r.t. the neareast obstacle

 Gait: Walk, run or jump

 Final results are very sensitive to the reward function

 The reward criteria might not be intuitively 

interpreted as “Style”
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How to teach the agent to behave?

 Instead of telling it what to do, show it.

 And let it guess(learn) what you want.
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Inverse reinforcement learning

 Given some existed agent behaviors, determine the 

reward function that the agent is optimizing

 Also called apprenticeship learning

Inverse reinforcement learningDemonstrated behaviors

Approximated reward function
(Unknown reward function)
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Inverse reinforcement learning

 Ng, A. Y. and Russell, S. J. Algorithms for Inverse 

Reinforcement Learning. In ICML 2000

 Abbeel, P. and Ng, A. Y. Apprenticeship learning via 

inverse reinforcement learning. In ICML 2004

 Also been studied in control theory and physics as 

inverse problem theory

 Applications:
 Car driving

 Packing lot navigation
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Inverse reinforcement learning

 Input: Expert demonstration

 One or more trajectories: series of states and performed 

actions

 Predefined reward features

 Distance to the obstacles

 Distance to the goal

 Torso orientation w.r.t. walking direction

 Torso orientation w.r.t. the nearest obstacle

 Gait: Walk, run or jump

 Learn the weights for the final reward function
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Reward features

 Reward features for the M demonstrated trajectories

 A vector contains cumulative reward of each criteria
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Demonstrated reward 

feature

Represented as a point 

in the reward feature space

State and action in the trajectory m



Reward features of a policy

 Given a policy and begin state, a reward features 

could be calculated

 Again, it is a point in

feature space
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Demonstrated 

reward feature



Reward features of a reward function

Reward function
Reinforcement 

learning
Policy

Reward features

Demonstrated reward feature
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Reward features of some weights

Reward function
Reinforcement 

learning
Policy

Reward features

Demonstrated 

reward feature

Weights w, ||w||=1

(reward features

from other weights)
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Optimization goal

Demonstrated 

reward feature
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 Find the w, so that the resulted reward feature is 

closest to the demonstrated reward feature

Reward 

features of 

different w



Properties of reward features

Reward features

Demonstrated 

reward feature

(from other weights)

can be represented as a direction in feature space

w

Optimal policies are always among the vertices of the convex hull (Proved in the 

paper). Some intuition:
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Given w, the optimal policy satisfies:



How to solve?

 The convex hull is unknown.

 It could be found by iterating through all the possible 

combination of w

 Very expensive!
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Demonstrated 

reward feature
Reward 

features of 

different w



How to solve?

 Explore the convex hull smartly

 Begin from arbitrary w, it correspond to a vertex 

 Finding the closest edge(of the explored convex hull) to 

the demonstrated feature point

 Use the normal of the edge as the next w

 Calculate the optimal policy       with the chosen w

 Add the corresponding new vertex            to the convex 

hull
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How to solve?
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 The process continues until the closest edge’s 

normal direction could not yield a new policy 

(Defined as saturated in the paper)



Other possible applications

 Motion generation from large motion graph
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Other possible applications

 Blending behavior styles

 Train reward functions for “extreme” styles

 Design new style by find appropriate mixture of trained 

ones

 (Video)
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Other possible applications

 Adaptive game AI

 Adjust the game level difficulty

 Attack/Defense style of different units

 Adapt to player’s strategies
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Thank you! Questions?
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